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TORONTO TRANSIT COMMISSION
REPORT NO.
MEETING DATE:

September 27, 2012

SUBJECT:

2013-2022 TTC CAPITAL BUDGET

ACTION ITEM

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Commission:
1. Approve the 2013-2022 TTC Capital Budget (including the Toronto-York Spadina
Subway Extension) as summarized in Appendix A and detailed in this report and
contained on Appendix B (The Blue Pages);
2. Approve an amendment to the budget as submitted to provide for the inclusion of
$16 million in 2016 for the acquisition of 24 additional buses as a result of
increased ridership estimates and the addition of a temporary bus facility at a cost
of $80 million by 2017 to address bus fleet capacity requirements.
3. Forward this report to the City of Toronto for submission to the City’s budget
process;
4. Forward this report to the Metrolinx Board; and
5. Forward this report to the Ontario Minister of Transportation and to the Federal
Minister of Transportation.
FUNDING
All known or expected current funding sources have been incorporated into this 10-year
capital plan for the TTC. After having removed a long list of projects that can be justified
from a business perspective (these are identified in this report), there still exists about a
$600 million shortfall between the base capital needs of the system ($6.4 billion) and the
funding currently available over the 10 years ($5.8 billion). Virtually the entire shortfall
falls in the latter 5 years of the budget: 2018-2022. With some smoothing of funding
available and the carry-forward of unspent funds, there is sufficient overall funding for the
first 4 years (2013-2016). Appendix C provides details on what funding sources the City
can count on for the next decade and how that compares to the base capital needs of the
system required to keep the existing system in a state-of-good-repair.
The ten-year funding shortfall has been discussed with the City and City staff is currently
reviewing the capital funding strategy for the TTC’s Capital Budget. Additional or revised
funding opportunities that may assist with the shortfall include the use of surplus
operating funds in accordance with the City's surplus distribution policy (75% for the
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TTC’s capital budget), adjustments to the application of asset monetization funding,
increased funding available under development charges for transit projects in the
current/updated DC bylaw and, the pursuit of new long term provincial and federal
infrastructure funding programs. The outcome of this review will be reported out through
the City’s 2013-2022 capital budget process.
Funding for the Spadina Subway Extension, Transit Expansion and Waterfront involve
other parties under specific funding agreements and are presented separately from the
base capital program.
BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS
The 2013-2022 Capital Budget has been prepared consistent with Commission priorities and
the plan approved by City Council last year. While project timing and cash flows have been
adjusted to reflect more current information, funding continues to represent the greatest
challenge to moving forward with the base capital program. Highlights of the 2013-2022
Capital Budget are as follows:
•

•

•

$879 million is budgeted for 2013 for the base capital program (before amendment):
o

$603 million for infrastructure and related projects, including $349 million for
rehabilitation of buildings, structures, tunnels, bridges, yards and roads, $62
million for track work, $124 million for signals, electrical and communications
systems, $26 million for various information technology projects and, $42
million for various facility, equipment and environmental projects.

o

$276 million for vehicles, including $55 million toward the purchase of 360
Toronto Rocket Subway Cars, $29 million toward the procurement of 153
articulated buses and contract completion for 198 new Wheel-Trans buses, $111
million toward the purchase of 204 LRV’s, $72 million for revenue vehicle
overhaul programs (bus, subway car, SRT car and streetcar) and $11 million for
the acquisition or overhaul of various non-revenue vehicles.

o

Based on current funding assumptions, there is more than sufficient funding
available to cover the 2013 budgeted expenditures.

$4.178 billion is budgeted for the five years from 2013 to 2017 for the base capital
program, including $2.873 billion for infrastructure and related projects and $1.305
billion for the procurement and overhaul of vehicles. Based on current funding
assumptions, there is a funding shortfall of $178 million for the base program over the
next five years.
$6.435 billion is forecasted as the overall requirement for the base capital program for
the ten years from 2013 to 2022, including $4.553 billion for infrastructure and related
projects and $1.882 billion for the procurement and overhaul of vehicles. Based on
current funding assumptions, there is a funding shortfall in the order of $600 million over
the next ten years.
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•

$661 million is required in 2013 and $1.454 billion from 2013 to 2017 for the
construction of the Toronto-York Spadina Subway Extension.

•

A summary of expenditures for key program elements is included as Appendix A.

Budget Amendment
Based on a recent increase in the ridership projections for 2013 to 528 million, service plans
have been revised which has resulted in a reassessment of requirements related to the bus
fleet. Consequently, an amendment is required to the 2013-2022 Capital Budget to provide
for an increase of $96 million including $16 million for an additional 24 buses in 2016 and
$80 million for a bus storage facility by 2017.
BACKGROUND
Over the past several annual capital budget processes, the need for stable long-term
capital funding for the TTC has been a recurring theme. A couple of years ago, that 10
year shortfall was pegged at about $2.3 billion for the base budget. In response, the TTC
deleted or deferred over $1.5 billion in justifiable projects, including over $700 million in
the 2012 budget cycle as shown on Appendix D. A quick scan shows them to be
precisely the types of long-term projects the TTC will need to continue to provide the type
of efficient and broad transit service the City of Toronto and the GTA will need into the
future. For example, deferring the next 10 Toronto Rocket trains that will be needed to
accommodate growth on the critical Yonge-University-Spadina (YUS) subway or deleting
15 of the currently on order LRVs to accommodate growth on the TTC’s legacy streetcar
network wouldn’t be an action the TTC would even consider if the capital needs of the
existing system were properly funded. To a greater or lesser degree, the other projects on
that list are also projects that should be funded one way or another over time as soon as
funds are secured.
In addition to this, the City committed to finding upwards of $700 million through a whole
series of items, such as selling or developing surplus properties or air-rights (many
associated with transit facilities), pursuit of additional secured funding from the Provincial
and Federal governments and utilizing 75% of any City-wide in year operating surplus to
help transit funding including the last 1/3 share of the existing Light Rail Vehicle order to
replace the existing streetcar fleet at the end of its useful life.
DISCUSSION
In this 2013-2022 TTC Capital Budget, staff has articulated the base needs of the transit
system. As was pointed out in the 2013 TTC Operating Budget Report also being
submitted to this Commission meeting, annual ridership is being budgeted at an all-time
record TTC record of 528 million. This is 156 million or 42% more annual rides than was
taken in 1996 following the recession of the early 1990s. To put that into perspective,
the actual growth of 156 million in annual ridership over that period dwarfs all of the new
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ridership expected to be generated by implementation of all of the current expansion plans
in place or on the books combined. The TTC has a long history of trying to accommodate
and promote ridership growth in ways to delay mega-project expenditures as long as
possible. Clearly, these results make it plain that funding the existing system and allowing
it to be the backbone of any sustained long-term ridership growth must be at the heart of
any long-term transit capital plan. The early 1990s bear witness to the detrimental impact
that self-imposed policies to significantly increase fares, cut service and cut funding can
have on ridership levels in the long-term. It took TTC ridership levels well over a decade
to recover from the recession and the impact of these other items, even though City of
Toronto employment levels had recovered to pre-recession levels within 4 or 5 years.
The “Blue Pages” list the various projects needed to meet the base needs of the system
over the next decade. These projects will be expanded on later in this report. Putting
aside the projects on Appendix D that still require to be funded over time, as mentioned in
the Funding section of this report, there currently exists a $600 million plus funding
shortfall from the currently approved funding sources/debt targets that will need to be
addressed in the coming years. In submitting this report to the City for consideration and
eventual approval, staff is required to identify a plan for how this shortfall will be
addressed. TTC and City staff are currently considering options that may be available in
the mid to long term that address this funding need. As mentioned, there is about a 4
year window to solve this looming problem,
Pending that review of funding, staff had assessed certain options in an attempt to
respond to the City’s request for a budget plan that meets current funding, however while
TTC capital spending may realize some under spending year to year, the base capital
requirements have been demonstrated over time to be justified and solidly based on capital
assessments and plans which ensure the state of good repair and maintenance of safety
standards. While potential project deferrals provide an option for expenditure reductions
in the short term, lack of inclusion of these projects will hamper the ability of the TTC to
modernize and to accommodate modest growth in ridership over the coming decade.
Many of these items would constitute poor economic decisions that the TTC may be
forced into should the funding not be found. For example, deleting 15 of the LRVs
currently on order (under the only order planned for 30 years) likely would result in a
savings well below the current purchase price and substantially below the re-order price
for these vehicles down the road when their need becomes critical to meet ridership
growth on the streetcar lines. This is particularly relevant when considering the need to
accommodate growth on the existing lines in light of the condo boom in the downtown
core. Furthermore, the TTC’s financial systems are decades old and barely meet the
information needs of a modern corporation. Pending the review of additional funding
opportunities, staff is not currently recommending any projects for consideration of
deferral. Rather, such action should only be taken as a last resort if an appropriate level of
funding is not secured for these valid capital needs.
As with the possible LRV order constriction, it has been demonstrated over the last few
capital budget processes, that deferral of items from the capital list of projects, will
ultimately add to the pending state of good repair backlog and result in even higher
funding needs in the future. The following example provides a useful illustration and will
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form the basis of the approach to higher levels of government for capital funding.
If the bus fleet is the workhorse of the TTC, the YUS is the backbone of the system. It’s
difficult to think of another single subway more critical to a City than that subway is to
Toronto. Few other subway lines carry the ridership that line does. Recent events (e.g.
Union flood) have clearly demonstrated the contribution of this line to keeping Toronto
moving. The TTC has a series of capital projects designed to rehabilitate aging systems,
expand capacity and enhance the reliability of this line. Some are underway, some
planned and some on the list of deferrals. Currently underway are the Toronto Rocket
order (with increased carrying capacity and much-improve operating reliability, amongst
other enhancements), the YUS Re-signaling System (improving reliability and allowing for
automatic train operation to provide more regular train movement), the Union Station 2nd
Platform project to provide for 2 platform boarding and alighting at that very busy
bottleneck station, and the installation of additional “cross-overs” to allow for a quicker
and more orderly return to regular service following a service disruption on the line. If
proposed work at Wilson Yard to accommodate a future 500 foot long train (one car
longer than the current Toronto Rockets) proceeds, the Toronto Rockets can be moved the
Bloor-Danforth Line when the existing T1 trains reach the end of their useful life over the
next decade to decade and a half. Those longer trains would carry about 15% more riders
than the current Toronto Rockets. Two other projects not funded are: (1) the installation
of PEDS or platform edge doors designed to substantially reduce delays caused by persons
and objects going to track level and (2) a North Yonge vehicle storage yard to allow for
much quicker build-up of revenue trains for service, especially during snow storms and
other stoppages. Combined, all of these could projects could conceivably improve carry
capacity on that line by 40% or more over time. Funding and completing them could put
off the need for the $10 billion or so Downtown Relief Subway Line by 10 or 20 years at
a fraction of the cost.
2013-2022 CAPITAL BUDGET
With investment approaching $12 billion in existing assets (many of which last for
decades) and ridership volumes at record levels, the existing transit network must remain
the TTC’s first priority. The base capital program covers the acquisition of new and
replacement transit assets needed by the TTC for the provision of public transit services
within the City of Toronto and under contract with adjacent municipalities. In establishing
the budget, a life-cycle approach is essential. Detailed system inventories of each class of
capital asset are maintained. Budgets are set to replace or rehabilitate assets based on
condition
assessments,
engineering
standards,
legislative
requirements
or
safety/environmental implications. A one-year budget, five-year program and ten-year
forecast are developed: all designed to keep the TTC’s capital assets in proper working
order. The capital plan was constructed using the Commission’s long standing capital
budget priorities which remain:
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State-of Good-Repair and Safety
Legislative
Capacity Enhancement
Improvement
Expansion

The cash flow for each program or project element contained within the Base or State-ofgood-repair capital budget is set out in the Blue Pages attached as Appendix B (expansion
initiatives, including the Toronto-York Spadina Subway Extension, are not included in the
base capital program).
Key elements of the $879 million in the base capital program for 2013 are shown below in
Exhibit 1.
Exhibit 1

TTC – PROPOSED
2013 BASE CAPITAL PROGRAM
($ millions)

Delivery of 153 Artic Diesel Buses (27 in 2013) + WT Vehicles (contract completion)

29

Purchase of 234 + 126 Subway Cars (delivery of last 12 and 126 car order)

55

Purchase of 204 LRV Cars (milestone payments – first production & delivery of 5 in 2013)

111

Vehicle Overhaul Programs (Bus, WT, Subway, Streetcar)

70

3.1-3.3 Finishes, Equip, Yards & Roads

50

3.4 Bridges & Tunnels

39

3.9 LRV & CH (147), EA II&lll (18), Facility Renewal (10)
3.9 Fire Ventilation (28), TR Accomm (34)
1.x Track Programs
2.x Signals Electrical Communications, OH & Poles (14), YUS ATO (63)
4.2x NRV (11), 5.x Equipment (13), 5.4 Farecard (16), 6.1 Environ (9), 7.x IT (26)
Other projects
TTC REQUEST LEVEL

Commission Meeting
Sept 27, 2012

265

326

175
62
62

288

124
74
28
$879

2

Expenditures for the next five years from 2013 to 2017 are budgeted in the order of $4.2
billion as shown in Exhibit 2.
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Exhibit 2

BASE CAPITAL PROGRAM
Five Year Envelope
By Major Category
($ millions)

2013

Expans/ GTA

795
33
6
28
17

2013-2017
3,764 90%
6%
245
1%
51
1%
62
1%
56

Total

879

4,178

SOGRS
Legislative
Capacity Enhance.
Improvement

Commission Meeting
Sept 27, 2012

LEGIS
6%

SOGRS
90%

CAPENH
1%

EXPAN
1%

IMPROV
1%

3

As can be seen from the exhibit, $4.0 billion or about 96% of the base capital budget for
the five years from 2013 to 2017 is committed to state-of-good-repair/safety and
legislative projects. Key elements of the base capital program over the next five years
include:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

acquisition of:
o 127 articulated and 75 40” diesel buses ($207 million)
o balance of 360 Toronto Rocket subway car deliveries ($71 million)
o 204 LRV’s ($610 million)
the overhaul of revenue service vehicles ($378 million)
construction of a new LRV storage and maintenance facility ($307 million)
TR/T1 Rail Yard Accommodation ($393 million)
installation of automatic train control and re-signaling on the Y-U-S subway line ($233
million)
various signals, electrical and communications projects ($331 million)
track replacement ($270 million)
various bridge and tunnel infrastructure rehabilitation ($180 million)
fare systems ($59 million)
installation of elevators in the subway ($191 million)
upgrading of fire ventilation equipment and second exits in the subway ($113 million)
upgrades to information technology assets ($131 million)
on-grade and structural paving ($89 million)
roofing rehabilitation ($73 million)
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carhouse modifications to accommodate new LRVs ($53 million)
streetcar network upgrades for new LRVs ($50 million)

In addition to the base capital budget, the Toronto-York Spadina Subway Extension is a
$2.634 billion project that will extend the Spadina subway line north from Downsview
Station to Vaughan Metropolitan Corporate Centre in York Region. It is fully funded by the
City of Toronto, York Region, the Province of Ontario and the Government of Canada. It is
currently projected to commence operation in the fourth quarter of 2015 and will see
expenditures of $1.454 billion over the next five years – including $661 million in 2013
alone.
Approximately $6.4 billion is required over the next 10 years from 2013 to 2022 for the
base capital program as shown in Exhibit 3.

Exhibit 3
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

20132022

Infrastructure

603

723

577

538

432

376

348

319

301

337

4,553

Vehicles

276

337

220

207

266

201

174

101

35

64

1,882

879

1,060

797

745

697

577

522

421

336

401

6,435

($ Millions)

TOTAL

Expenditures over the next decade are dominated by (i) the need to overhaul and replace
aging buses ($749 million) and subway cars ($253 million), (ii) the acquisition of 204
LRVs ($785 million), (iii) the construction of an LRV Storage and Maintenance Facility
($307 million) and replacement of subway track ($249 million) and streetcar track work
($322 million), (iv) rail yard accommodation for the Toronto Rocket and T1 subway cars
($393 million), (v) major structural rehabilitation of the Commission’s bridges and tunnels
($382 million), (vi) installation of elevators in the subway system ($390 million) to meet
legislated deadlines, (vii) upgrade of fire ventilation equipment and second exits in the
subway ($145 million), (viii) installation of automatic train operation and re-signaling on
the Yonge-University-Spadina line ($260 million) and the Bloor-Danforth line ($301
million), and (ix) the need to upgrade the Commission’s information technology assets
($253 million). In addition, several other major projects will be undertaken requiring
significant investment including: various signal, electrical and communications projects
($436 million), roofing rehabilitation at various TTC locations ($145 million), on-grade and
structural paving ($195 million), fare systems ($60 million), and equipment programs
including subway pumps, bus hoists and escalator and elevator overhauls ($241 million).
It should be noted that there are a number of initiatives currently included in the 20132022 capital program which involve study work and detailed analysis of existing
conditions and capital requirements, and current plans are based on assumptions of
currently known conditions, for which changes resulting from the ongoing assessment
activities may impact existing capital priorities and will be considered in future budget
cycles. For example, unexpected failures may be experienced in the aging infrastructure
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due to adverse weather conditions or other system impacts, such as flooding which
recently resulted in an assessment of subway pump systems requiring attention. Also,
ridership continues to grow at a rate greater than anticipated and this will have
consequential implications for the size and nature of the revenue vehicle fleets (bus,
subway and LRV) as well as the corresponding facility requirements to service and
maintain them. Additionally, the acquisition of new revenue fleet technology is expected
to result in increased efficiency and reliability but new technology also brings an
increased level of uncertainty for future maintenance and overhaul of these long life
assets. In addition, there are a series of additional projects that are worthy of
consideration from an operational improvement perspective (e.g. platform edge doors) or
from a system expansion perspective (e.g. the Downtown Relief Line) that are
recommended, but not included in the base program as funds are not available. A listing of
these projects is included in Appendix E. Typically; these programs represent a lower
priority in relation to the base capital needs which require significant ongoing capital
investment but which are currently beyond available funding.
Key program elements for the base capital program over the next 10 years are outlined in
the Appendix A.
BUDGET COMPARISON
Exhibit 4 shows the changes requested in the base budget from that approved by City of
Toronto Council in February of this year.
Exhibit 4

ENVELOPE COMPARISONS
BUDGET COMPARISON
($Millions)

2012 to 2016

2012 to 2021

Envelope

Envelope

2012

2013

Approved - Base Capital Program

1,080

1,041

4,334

6,274

Requested - Base Capital Program

1,034

879

4,515

7,068

(46)

(162)

181

795

Change in Base Program

Commission Meeting
Sept 27, 2012

4
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The 2012-2016 Capital Program and 10 Year Forecast requirements for the proposed base
capital program have been identified with the following impacts:
•

•

•

•

2012 will be under-spent by $46 million (excluding carry forwards) primarily as a
result of delay in the award of the facility contract for the Ashbridges Bay
Maintenance & Storage Facility (-$74, slippage of work on the ATC Resignalling
Project (-$30 million), offset by the timing of payments for the purchase of the new
Toronto Rocket Subway Cars (+69 million).
2013 will be under the approved budget by $162 million primarily as a result of
changes in the timing of work associated with the TR/T1 Rail Yard Accommodation
Project (-$58 million), adjustments to the timing of payments for the acquisition of
Toronto Rocket Subway Cars ($-45 million), slippage of work on the LRV
Maintenance & Storage Facility (-$22 million) and, timing of payments for the
purchase of 204 LRVs (-$14 million)
2012-2016 capital requirements will increase by $181 million largely as a result of
the following:
 increased scope of work and timing on the TR/T1 Rail Yard
Accommodation project (+$61 million)
 deferral from 2011 of contract milestone payments on the TR Subway
and LRV car projects ($26 million and $36 million respectively)
 scope and timing of the Revenue Operations Facility work
(+$19 million) offset by the Structure Rehabilitation project work ($19 million)
 reduced scope of the GTA Farecard Project upon assumption of
ownership by Metrolinx (-$71million) offset by reduced funding
 scope and timing of Streetcar Overhead and Network upgrade work
for LRVs ($14 million)
2012-2021 capital requirements will increase by $795 million. The primary source of
these changes includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Purchase of replacement buses (+$43 million)
Replacement Wheel-Trans buses timing (+$7 million)
Purchase of future WT buses (+$71 million)
Bus Overhaul Program Orion VII (+$121 million)
TR Subway car purchase timing (+$26 million)
+15 LRV car purchase & timing (+$138 million)
Substation Electrical Rebuild (+$19 million)
YUS ATC (+$34 million) and Wilson Yard Resignalling (+$41 million)
Subway Pump Replacement (+$21 million)
Streetcar OH, Pole and Network Upgrades for LRV (+$18 million)
Structure Rehab Program (-$22 million)
Easier Access III (+$101 million)
TR/T1 rail yard accommodation (+$89 million)
Revenue Operations Facility ($19 million)
TTC GTA Farecard Project scope reduction (-$91 million)
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ERP – System Replacement (+$21 million)
other project changes (+$139 million)

WORKFORCE IMPLICATIONS
At the end of 2012, the TTC had an approved capital workforce of 1,837. Over 40%
these positions are for hourly-rated workers who perform most of the major rehabilitation
work on the Commission’s assets covering everything from track installation to structural
work in the subway to signals, electrical and communication equipment work to revenue
vehicle rebuilds. The bulk of the rest of the employees are for design and project
management for major capital projects. The positions are tied to specific capital projects
and once those projects (or series) of projects are completed, the employees are
transferred to other projects for which they are suited. In addition, the Commission utilizes
a series of external consultants, mostly for design and IT project services, when the
volume or skill of internal employees is not sufficient to address the unique work
requirements of the capital program.
It is projected that capital workforce will decrease in 2013 by 149 positions as follows:
GROUP
Engineering/Construction
& Expansion
Operations & Safety
Corporate Services
Strategy & Customer Experience
Total

2012

2013

CHANGE

601

376

(225)

1,111

1,185

74

117

113

4

8

14

6

1,837

1,688

(149)

The primary reason for this reduction is the restructuring of the Engineering, Construction
and Expansion Group as a result of the project delivery model determined by Metrolinx re
the Eglinton Crosstown project (-225 positions), offset by the addition of 68 positions to
add a second production line for the bus rebuild program.
These capital positions will be included in the 2013 TTC Organization Charts, which list
each position at the Commission.
BUDGET CONCLUSIONS
The TTC is charged with the responsibility of providing efficient, safe and affordable public
transit to the residents of the City of Toronto. The Capital Program set out in this report is
structured to keep the existing system in a state-of-good-repair, while maximizing the use
and life of assets to meet existing and future transit needs. However, while the plans are
practical and achievable, they are dependent upon funding from all three orders of
government – funding that is predictable and long term.
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The following conclusions or observations can be made:
1. The TTC’s priorities for capital investment remain unchanged.
2. The 2013-2022 Capital Budget is consistent with the plan approved by the
Commission and City Council last year.
3. The 2013 budget is $162 million below the Council approved amount contained in
the 2012-2021 Capital Budget. The proposed 2013 budget is affordable within the
City approved debt guidelines. After factoring in all available funding sources there
is projected to be a $21 million funding surplus for 2013.
4. The 2012-2016 budget envelope has increased by about $181 million (before
amendment), as staff has prioritized capital needs and deferred some project work
to future years considering the constraints of affordability directed by the City.
Anticipated funding and carry forward adjustments from 2012 relating to project
deferrals will fully offset this variance.
5. There is a funding shortfall of $178 million for the base capital program over the
five years from 2013-2017 and a shortfall of $591 million over the ten years from
2013-2022 (before amendment). Discussions are ongoing with the City to identify
mechanisms to reduce and eliminated this funding shortfall so that all elements of
the base Capital Budget can proceed as required.
6. Much remains to be done to resolve the need for long-term, stable and predictable
capital funding to fully fund the base capital program needs so that expansionary
initiatives can proceed without compromising the ability to maintain the existing
system.
The TTC is an integral part of the transportation system of the City of Toronto and the
GTAH. Maintaining the existing system is critical to ensuring that record ridership levels projected to reach 528 million in 2013 - can be adequately serviced in a safe, efficient and
cost effective manner. Expanding the system is necessary to meet demand and to ensure
that the City’s Official Plan can be achieved. However, the state-of-good-repair portion of
the budget (the highest priority), is not fully funded. Expanding the system, as much as it
is needed, only makes sense if the existing system is properly funded.
September 14, 2012
42-34
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